ABSTRACT To address cold start problem by utilizing only rating information, this paper proposes an incremental group-specific framework for recommender systems. Firstly, a decoupled normalization method is introduced to extract preference patterns from ratings. Then, two incremental community detection methods are proposed to detect evolving communities in dynamic networks for capturing interest shifts, and new users/items corresponding communities according to the missing mechanism of ratings. Finally, an incremental group-specific model is proposed to incorporate evolving communities for recommender systems. A series of empirical analysis on three datasets is conducted to validate the rationality of grouping new users/items with missingness-related information. Experimental results show that the proposed framework can achieve better performance compared with other competitive methods, and is capable of handling the cold start problem and highly scalable with incremental data.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of big data, information overload has been a ubiquitous problem. In recent years, recommender systems have proven to be a valuable mean of addressing the above problem. They aim to recommend the most attractive and relevant items to particular users based on related information, such as items' attributes and users' profiles. Recently, recommender systems have attracted considerable attention since they can be widely applied in many areas, such as movie recommendation [1] , music selections [2] , and computational advertising [3] , and even gene therapies [4] .
The approaches for recommendation systems are usually categorized as content-based, collaborative filtering and hybrid [5] . Content-based approach recommends the most relevant items to the users according to the similarities of items'/users' attributes. One advantage of this method is it can work without historical records of user behaviour,
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which is beneficial to handle the cold start problem. Different with content-based approach, collaborative filtering approach aims to predict purchase behavior by borrowing information from users who share common interest. Furthermore, hybrid approach integrates different kinds of algorithms to improve the robustness and precision of recommender systems [6] .
Currently, collaborative filtering is the most extensively exploited approach for recommender systems, which has attracted an army of researchers from computer science, statistics and complex networks. However, a common and crucial problem is that collaborative filtering recommender systems cannot effectively make decisions for new users and items due to the lack of prior information, which is the so-called cold start [7] problem. To cope with this problem, many previous studies focused on introducing different kinds of additional information, such as demographic characteristics and social information [8] - [11] . Nevertheless, it is difficult to collect any external information of users in some cases due to privacy concerns. A promising solution to alleviate the cold start problem is to incorporate missingness-related VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ information. Most recently, Xuan et al. [12] grouped users or items based on their missingness characteristics and assigned new users/items into the group with the smallest number of ratings, and then proposed a novel group-specific model to incorporate group information. Although this model improved prediction accuracy significantly, they neglected topology information of user-item bipartite networks and the dynamic nature of recommendation system. Moreover, they did not give a reasonable explanation of the grouping method.
In this paper, we propose an incremental group-specific framework for recommender systems to handle the cold start problem with only rating information. Firstly, a decoupled normalization method [13] is adopted to extract preference information from ratings. Then, two incremental community detection algorithms are designed to detect evolving communities in dynamic networks. Finally, an incremental group-specific model is established for incremental recommender systems. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We present two effective and efficient incremental community detection methods for recommender systems. One method based on bipartite modularity can obtain more explainable bipartite communities. The other one is more efficient in user/item similarity networks generated by bipartite network projection. They both update the communities with a fraction of the network when new users/items enter the systems. Compared with traditional static methods, they are more scalable while producing better results in most cases. 2) We propose an incremental group-specific model and implement an efficient algorithm for it. The main idea is to incrementally update group effects after incremental community detection. The proposed algorithm enables the group-specific model to learn incrementally in accordance with the newly arriving data. It achieves high efficiency and acceptable precision, which can tackle rapid data expansion and make rapid response to user feedback. 3) We explain the rationality of grouping users/items based on missingness-related information though a series of empirical analysis on three real-world datasets. Most important of all, the analysis demonstrates that new users/items are similar with those having few ratings. Therefore, it is reasonable to allocate new users/items to the group with the smallest number of ratings, which provides necessary supports for our model to cope with cold start problem.
II. RELATED WORK
Generally, the cold start problem can be divided into two scenes [11] : (i) partial cold start, where a few ratings are available for each new user or item; (ii) pure cold start, where no previous ratings are available for each new user or item.
In this paper, we mainly focus on pure cold start. There are three ways to bring additional information for handling the cold start problem. [15] , [16] , and can alleviate cold-start problem and enhance the diversity of recommendations [8] . Lately, a large number of studies have designed hybrid recommender systems that integrate side information into collaborative filtering in various ways. For example, Anwaar et al. [17] proposed a content embedding based hybrid recommender model, which predicts the ratings for cold start items by exploiting items textual description. Wei et al. [9] developed a framework with deep learning technology to extract features from content descriptions for cold start. Pereira et al. [11] designed a hybrid approach that combines collaborative filtering recommendations with demographic information in a simultaneous co-clustering and learning framework. However, side information may not be reliable, complete or accessible in many real-world scenarios. 3) MISSINGNESS INFORMATION. Some studies have attempted to mitigate cold start through only missingness from ratings. The central idea is that missing ratings are not missing at random, which can provide beneficial information for solving cold start problem. Empirical studies conducted by Said et al. [18] showed that an item rated by more users had less impact on user similarity measures, especially for partial cold start. Bobadilla et al. [19] proposed a similarity measure by utilizing rating distribution and missing patterns to address partial cold start. Most recently, Xuan et al. [12] proposed a group-specific recommender system to handle pure cold start by clustering users and items with missingness-related characteristics, and new users/items were allocated into the group with the lowest rating frequency. However, empirical analysis has not been done to provide a reasonable explanation for the simple grouping method, which also did not incorporate the valuable topological information of user-item networks. Actually, many studies have proposed a large number of theoretical models and analytical methods to utilize the structure of bipartite networks, which is called community detection from the perspective of complex network theory. Community detection has been applied to recommender systems so as to discover hidden common interest of users and improve the recommendation performance. Fatemi et al. [20] detected user communities in social networks through maximizing network modularity, and provided extensive and diverse recommendation for individuals and groups. Fu et al. [21] proposed a community detection method for projected networks based on label propagation and a collaborative filtering algorithm by taking communities into account. However, although various kinds of algorithms, such as the typical methods based on bipartite modularity [22] , [23] , were proposed for community detection in bipartite network, lots of studies including the two work above-mentioned mainly focused on one-mode networks and could not obtain more meaningful bipartite communities for recommender systems. The main reason is high computational complexity for maximizing bipartite modularity. Additionally, many studies did not consider the real scenarios of recommender systems, where user behavior records continually emerge over the course of time, and it would cost too much to often repeat community detection for large-scale data.
Therefore, this paper intends to explore the reliability of the grouping method with missingness on four real-world datasets at first. The detailed analysis is presented in section IV-B. Then, we propose two efficient incremental community detection algorithms for recommender systems, each of which incorporates missingness-related information to cope with pure cold start. One is designed based on a community detection method in projected networks [24] , while the other extends a community detection method through maximizing bipartite modularity [22] . Finally, the group-specific model [12] is expanded for incremental recommender systems, which can incorporate incremental communities quite well and incrementally update model with newly arriving data.
III. THE FRAMEWORK FOR GROUP-SPECIFIC RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
Given a recommender system, denote the item set and the user set as I = {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i m } and U = {u 1 , u 2 , ..., u n } respectively. Here, n is the number of users and m is the number of items. The set of ratings can be described as matrix R = (r u,i ) n×m , and r u,i denotes the rating of user u to item i. Fig. 1 illuminates the overall structure of our framework. Firstly, we adopt a decoupled normalization method to extract preference information from ratings. Then, we propose two incremental community detection methods for recommendation systems. One way is based on user-item bipartite network, while the other is studied by utilizing user similarity network and item similarity network. Finally, a group-specific model is employed to incorporate communities for recommender systems, and an updating algorithm is proposed to maintain group effects incrementally.
A. DECOUPLED NORMALIZATION METHOD FOR RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
In real-world recommender systems, it may be inappropriate to directly utilize ratings for modeling. For example, as shown in Table 2 , Alice is a generous customer who always gives a higher rating than Bob, whereas Kevin is much stingier than Bob. However, the Pearson's correlation coefficient between Alice and Bob (0.9497) is unexpectedly smaller than that between Alice and Kevin (0.9834), although Alice and Bob have similar preferences. Thus, it is crucial to evaluate the similarities between users according to their preferences rather than ratings.
Here, a decoupled normalization method [13] is introduced to extract the preference patterns of users and items. It aims to separate preference information from rating information, so that we can explicitly find similar users and similar items in terms of either their preference patterns instead of their rating patterns. This method defines preference approximated as the likelihood as follows
where r indicates the rating level and x indicates all ratings of the user. P(x ≤ r) implements the idea that the user tends to like items with rating level r if many items are rated under that level. By subtracting the second term P(x = r)/2 from the first term, we can discount the preference of a rating level if many objects are rated as that level. The extracted preferences of Alice, Bob and Kevin are displayed as Table 3 . And the similarity between Alice and Bob becomes 1.00, which is obviously larger than that between Alice and Kevin (0.8874). Additionally, the normalized rating matrix is denoted as R * = (r * ui ) n×m . 
B. INCREMENTAL COMMUNITY DETECTION BASED ON BIPARTITE MODULARITY
The motivation of section III-B and III-C is to detect communities by using topology structure of preference networks to mitigate cold start. In this subsection, we intend to design an incremental community detection method for recommender system by utilizing bipartite network modularity [22] and missingness of ratings.
Recommender systems can be naturally described as bipartite networks, in which two types of nodes represent users and items and links represent the comments or ratings. A user-item bipartite network can be indicated as
represents the user node sets,
represents the item node sets, E is the edge set and the edge weights are normalized ratings R * .
1) COMMUNITY DETECTION IN BIPARTITE NETWORKS
An efficient bipartite community detection based on a variant of bipartite modularity [25] is introduced to obtain initial communities for the bipartite network. The modularity is defined as
Here, C is a user community and D represents an item community. e CD indicates the fraction of all edges in the network that connect nodes in community C to nodes in community D
a C is defined as the expected value of the same quantity in a network with the same community divisions but random connections between the nodes
The co-cluster mate of D is defined as
Similarly, the co-cluster mate of C is defined as
An efficient algorithm biLouvain [25] is adopted to obtain user communities P U and item communities P I through maximizing the modularity Q B . And bipartite communities P B can be obtained by finding the co-cluster mate for each community of P U or P I . 
for each node j in {u, i} do 4: if node j existed in network G then 5: Find nodeĵ directly connected to j for maximizing (7) 6:
Update B(j) ← B(j) − {j} 8:
if node j is a user node then 10: Set B argmin<s u > ← B argmin<s u > ∪ {j} 11: else 12: Set B argmin<s i > ← B argmin<s i > ∪ {j} 13: end if 14: end if 15: end for 16 : end for 17: Return P B
2) COMMUNITY UPDATING FOR BIPARTITE NETWORKS
To solve new records, we devise an efficient algorithm for updating bipartite communities, which only involves a small part of the bipartite network. There are two situations about updating communities for the user/item node j in a new record. It depends on whether j has existed in the bipartite network. The first situation is that j has presented in the original network. The preference of j may change, hence j should be likely to move to other communities. The second situation is that j is a new user/item that needs to be allocated to a community.
As illustrated in Algorithm 1, the edge corresponding to a new record is added to network G (line 2). The first condition is in line 4 to 7. If the node in the record has existed in network G, the communities of its direct neighbors are deemed as candidates to move into. For convenience, typical bipartite modularity is employed to evaluate the tightness of communities for each attempt
where s u and s i represent the strengths (weighted degree) of node u and i respectively. Then j is transferred to the community B(ĵ) that maximizes the modularity. The second situation is in line 9 to 13. The new user or item will be divided into the community B argmin<s u > or B argmin<s i > respectively with the lowest average node strength. And the rationality to allocate new users/items into communities with the lowest average degree is analyzed in Section IV-B.
C. INCREMENTAL COMMUNITY DETECTION IN PROJECTED NETWORKS
The bipartite communities are meaningful to understand the recommendations and discover useful association rules for recommender systems. However, the computational complexity of bipartite modularity based community detection is high. An efficient way is to map the user-item bipartite network onto two one-mode networks, including user similarity network and item similarity network, then employ fast algorithms to obtain user and item communities in the projected networks.
1) NETWORK PROJECTION AND COMMUNITY INITIALIZATION
In this section, we apply the Pearson's correlation coefficient to calculate similarities between users and similarities between items. Then, two similarity networks,
Here, W u and W i represent user similarity matrix and item similarity matrix respectively. In order to protrude the topological structure of the similarity networks, we establish edges among the node pairs with similarities larger than η or smaller than −η.
The projected networks are also called signed networks, as they contain both positive and negative edges. And the spin-glass algorithm [24] , [26] is selected for community detection since it can solve the signed networks. The objective function of community detection for network G u is defined as follows And isolated user nodes are partitioned into the community with the lowest average node strength. Additionally, network G i can be handled in the same way.
2) COMMUNITY UPDATING FOR PROJECTED NETWORKS
In the similarity networks, there are still two conditions when new records come to the recommender systems. For old users, transfers in communities represent dynamic changes of their preferences. For example, a guitar lover Alice purchases a basketball one day, and we find her preference pattern becomes very similar to another guitar enthusiast Bob who is already in the basketball community, which implies Alice should be transferred to the basketball community. For new user nodes which have not presented in network G u , we use the same strategy as in bipartite networks to divide them into the community with the lowest average node strength.
As shown in Algorithm 2, when a batch of new data Data inc is added to the recommender system, the first step is to re-calculate the similarities corresponding to relevant users, then update the user similarity network based on the similarity matrix W u (line 1 to 8). Next, two conditions are handled as follows. For each old user, the objective function of spin-glass algorithm is adopted to locate the best community for the user node (line 10 to 13). For each new user, we simply put the user node into the community C (u) min<s u > with the lowest average node strength (line 15). Similarly, we implement a similar procedure to update item similarity network G i and obtain updated item communities P D . if node u existed in U then 3: for each user u in U do 4: Calculate W u ij = ρ (u,u ) with Data and Data inc 5:
Algorithm 2
end for 7: end if 8: end for 9: for each user u in Data inc do 10: if node u existed in U then 11: Find nodeû directly connected to u minimizing (8) 12: Update C(û) ← C(û) ∪ {u} 13: Update C(u) ← C(u) − {u} 14: else 15: Set C min<s u > ← C min<s u > ∪ {u} 16: end if 17 : end for 18: Return P C
D. INCREMENTAL GROUP-SPECIFIC MODEL 1) LATENT FACTORS INITIALIZATION
With communities obtained by incremental community detection, a group-specific model [12] is introduced for recommender systems. Let θ u,i = r u,i − ε u,i , where ε u,i is white noise. The group-specific model is generalized for each θ u,i as follows
where p u and q i are k-dimensional preference latent factors associated with item i and user u, and s v u and t j i are kdimensional group effects that are identical across nodes from the same community.
Let γ be a vectorization of (p, q, s, t), the objective function is defined as follows:
) (10) where λ is a smoothing parameter. By minimizing (10), we can estimate parameters in γ iteratively. The objective function of each latent factors is defined as:
An efficient algorithm proposed by Bi et al. [12] is adopted to estimate the latent factors, which embeds a back-fitting algorithm into alternating least squares. It can avoid massive matrices operation and big memory storage, and is feasible to achieve scalable computing in practice.
2) INCREMENTALLY UPDATING FOR GROUP EFFECTS
Group-specific model has a property to address cold-start using group effects s and t without considering latent factors p and q, thus the prediction for any users can generate with only knowing their communities. Based on this idea, an incremental model is proposed in this section to cope with the newly appending data as follows
Here 0, 1, ..., τ represents the arriving of the τ -th batch of data; p indicates the updated group effects in the τ -th batch. In this proposed model, the new records are only used to train group effects and have no influence on latent factors, thus each updating just changes the prediction of old user/item slightly. Moreover, the new user/item presented in new record is still treated as cold-start when predicting due to lack of latent factors. Although the resulting model is not as perfect as static built model, the quality is expected to be good with potentially high performance gain.
The whole algorithm for updating group effects in τ -th batch is provided in Algorithm 3. We first update the communities by incremental community detection method proposed in Section III-B or Section III-C. Then we implement an alternating least squares algorithm to update s and t. Avoiding the huge time cost of retraining the whole model, this proposed algorithm can achieve considerably higher efficiency. Since the number of communities does not increase with appending data, the time cost of the inner loop for updating the group effects is much lower than updating latent factors. In addition, the iteration of the outer loop can stop earlier, because there are only a small percentage of users and items shifting in communities ensuring the quick convergence of group effects. Set p (l) ← p (l−1) , and set s (l) ← s (l−1) .
5:
for each item community j do 6: Calculate t (l) j using (12) 7:
end for 8: Set q (l) ← q (l−1) , and set t (l) ← t (l−1) .
9:
for each user community v do 10: Calculate s
v using (14) 11:
end for 12 :
Stop iteration 14: else 15: Set l = l + 1 16: end if 17: end while 18: return s, t, P C , P D
E. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
For decoupled normalization, we calculate Pr(x ≤ r) and Pr(x = r) by traversing each rating level r of each user u and traversing each rating r (u,i) of u for calculating the likelihood of preferences. In the worst case, the computational complexity is O(mn).
The incremental community detection based on bipartite modularity contains two steps. (1) For obtaining the communities with biLouvain algorithm in bipartite network, the computational complexity is O((m+n)mn). (2) For updating communities with n users and m items in new dataset Data inc , the computational complexity is O(m n + n m).
The incremental community detection in projected networks contains two steps. (1) For mapping networks and obtaining communities, the main calculation is spent on calculating similarities, which is O(n 2 + m 2 ). For obtaining communities with spin-glass algorithm in one-mode networks, a simulate annealing algorithm is implemented to optimize, which iterates randomly over the nodes a number of times [24] . Assuming ι is the number of iterations and L max is the maximum length of the Markov chains, the complexity is O(ι * L max * (m 2 + n 2 )). (2) For updating communities in similarity networks, the complexity for calculating the similarities between n new users and the n original users is O(n n). For updating the communities, the computational complexity for updating both user and item communities is O(mn + nm ). In practice, many edges which have low weights and less effect on the structure of similarity network are filtered, which causes the real time cost is much lower than evaluation.
For estimating parameters for group-specific SVD model, the complexity of updating the user latent factors and the user group effects is O(m), the complexity of updating the item latent factors and item group effects is O(n). In this algorithm, each iteration consists of two loops and one outer loop. Assuming that the inner loop is performed a total of l times, the upper bound for one iteration is O(lmn).
For updating the group effects incrementally, we need to traverse all user and item communities. The complexity of updating the user group effects is O(m ). The complexity of updating the item group effects is O(n ). The number of communities can regard as a constant value. Thus the computational complexity for each iteration is O(m + n ).
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we first conduct an empirical analysis to verify the accuracy and rationality of dividing communities for users and items using missingness. Then we compare the precision of proposed methods with existing methods without considering time factors. Finally, we evaluate the over time performance of incremental method in real recommender systems, which shows our methods achieve higher speed and superior quality recommendation than static methods.
A. DATASETS
Three real-world datasets, including MovieLens, Netflix and Yahoo Music, are used for empirical analysis and experiments.
1) The MovieLens-100k 1 was collected by the GroupLens research project through the MovieLens website. The dataset contains one hundred thousand ratings from 943 users to 1,682 movies, which vary from 1 to 5. In addition to ratings, it also provides demographic information of users, description about movies, and timestamps for all records from September 1997 to April 1998. 2) The Netflix 2 dataset was released to participants in the Netflix's competition. It contains over 20 million ratings from about 480 thousand anonymous customers to over 17 thousand movies. The rating scale lies in the range from 1 to 5. It also provides the date of each rating and the title and release year of each movie.
3) The Yahoo Music 3 dataset contains over 2.6 billion ratings from 1 million users to 645 thousand music. All ratings are between 0 and 100, and we scale the ratings into the interval from 1 to 5. The dataset provides some additional information about music, musicians, and albums, but all information on these attributes is anonymous.
B. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate the rationality of appending new user/item nodes into the community with the lowest average node strength, we divide each dataset into two parts in chronological order, and define diversity u = P (the rating number of user u > those of other users) as diversity of user u's interests, and popularity i = P (the rating number of item i > those of other items) as item i's popularity. diversity(i) = Firstly, we analyze the correlation between each item's number of ratings and the diversity of its users' interests. The scatter plots in Fig. 2 -a indicates that they are negatively correlated. We also find the point density is much higher than other region in the top right of Fig. 2 -a, which illustrates that items with fewer ratings are often chosen by users with wide interests. Then, we divide the data into 10 bins according to the items' numbers of ratings as illustrated in Fig. 2-c . The diversity of users' interests in the lowest level of items' rating numbers is significantly greater than other levels. Finally, we find that new items are mostly acceptable 4 by wide interest users as shown in Fig. 2-e . Thus, it is reasonable to assign new items into the item community with the lowest average node strength because their user characteristics are similar.
Secondly, similar measures are carried out on new users. It is clear that there is a negative correlation between users' numbers of ratings and popularity of their items as demonstrated in Fig. 2-b . The box plots in Fig. 2-d also illustrate the tendency that users with fewer ratings often purchase popular items. And as exhibited in Fig. 2-f , new users are more inclined to choose popular items than old items. We also perform empirical studies on Netflix and Yahoo dataset, and the experiment results are similar to these on Movielens dataset. 5 
C. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
To make sure the running time acceptable, only a fraction of users and items is selected for the experiments. The scale of three small datasets are illustrated in Table 4 . And we intend to perform three experiments. The first one is static (without considering time order) experiment with 5-fold crossvalidation. The last two are incremental experiments, where the datasets are partitioned into a series of folds by real timestamps. 6 Results of five methods are compared in each experiment as follows 1) SVD-Pure. It is a baseline using pure SVD method to make the predictions, which means that there is no group effect. 2) SVD-INC. It is a typical incremental SVD recommender method proposed by Badrul et.al [27] . 3) GSSVD-M. It is the group-specific recommender method proposed by Bi et al. [12] . And missing information is utilized for partitioning groups. 4) GSSVD-B. It is the recommender method with the community detection proposed in section III-B. In the dynamic experiment, the static recommender method is denoted as GSSVD-BS, while the incremental community detection based recommender method as GSSVD-BI, the incremental group-specific model based recommendation as GSSVD-BI-INC. 5) GSSVD-P. It is the recommender method with the community detection proposed in section III-C. In the dynamic experiment, the static recommender method is denoted as GSSVD-PS, while the incremental community detection based recommender method as 5 Please see the url github.com/ChuanyuXue/Empirical_Studies_for _ColdStart 6 Each month for MovieLens, and each year for Netflix and Yahoo respectively as a time interval GSSVD-PI, the incremental group-specific model based recommendation as GSSVD-PI-INC. The parameter λ for the regulation terms are selected from {0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 32}, and the number of communities |P| for GSSVD-M is chose from {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18} , and the threshold η for network projection is taken from the range {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9} respectively. Note that, for small unconnected components in the projection networks, we simply group them as a special community. We set λ + = λ − = 1/2 for the objective function of the spin-glass method, which means the positive and negative links have the same importance. Additionally, root mean square error(RMSE) is adopted to measure the closeness of predictions relative to the ground truth in the recommender system,
where is the set of test ratings, and | | denotes the number of ratings.
D. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS 1) PERFORMANCE VALIDATION FOR COMMUNITY DETECTION
In this section, we intent to validate the performance of proposed community detection methods in recommender systems, in order to check if our framework can gain a better precision than other existed methods. Table 5 summarizes the performance of four recommender methods in three real datasets and indicates the following properties. 1) On the entire test set, our proposed methods always outperform other methods. 2) With the similar performance on new ratings, our proposed methods always achieve higher precision on old ratings. 3) Comparing SVD-Pure to other methods, group effects can achieve better precision on both new ratings and old ratings. Based on these findings, we can conclude that our proposed methods with community detection technology can improve the group-specific model, and provide the prediction for cold-start with fairly good quality. There are two main reasons accounting for this improvement. First, because of dividing users and items by the median value of rating times roughly, GSSVD-M method neglects many users with sufficient ratings records have considerable preferences, and is likely to assign users with different interest into the same group by mistake. Second, it is unreasonable for GSSVD-M to assume that all communities are in the same size, because the communities depend on the topology structure of user/item network.
2) PERFORMANCE VALIDATION FOR INCREMENTAL COMMUNITY DETECTION
In this part, we compare both accuracy and efficiency between incremental community detection methods and static methods, for checking whether the incremental community detection could enhance the recommendation efficiently when new samples arrive.
From Fig. 3-a, 4 -a, and 5-a, we can see that at the very beginning, the prediction accuracies of both incremental and static methods are very close. However, with the arrival of new data, the incremental methods always outperform the static methods. The reason is incremental community detection keeps track of preference shifts and focus on recent local state rather than long term global one. Finally, the gap between those two methods is gradually narrowed. Atypically, in the second batch of Netflix and Yahoo dataset, the prediction of static methods is slightly better than incremental methods, since nodes hardly transfer to correct communities due to the extremely small size of communities. Moreover, we can observe that compared to GSSVD-B method, GSSVD-P is more likely to achieve a better precision in early periods. The reason is one-mode network is more robust and dense, which makes it easier to detect communities. From Fig. 3-b, 4 -b, and 5-b, it is clear to see both incremental methods can tackle arriving data more efficiently than static methods because of the low computation complexity. In addition, we find that GSSVD-PS method can also achieve an acceptable time consuming due to part of links are filtered during network projection. Another noticeable feature is that the running time of GSSVD-BS method rapidly shoots up when dataset becomes huge. Then we summarize above characteristics as follows: 1) Our proposed incremental community detection methods can gain better prediction than static methods in most of the case. 2) When dealing with sparse and small data, the projection community detection methods can keep the recommendation quality with either static or incremental algorithm. 3) The computational consumption of incremental community detection methods remain at a low level with the arrival of new data.
3) PERFORMANCE VALIDATION FOR INCREMENTAL GROUP-SPECIFIC MODEL
In this section, we discuss the experiment results of proposed incremental group-specific model, in order to validate whether it can integrate the new dataset into existed model correctly and quickly. Fig. 6 -a, 7-a, and 8-a reveal that compared with our methods, SVD-INC model manifests still good at the very beginning. However, with the new coming dataset, the proposed methods outperform SVD-INC gradually. The potential key reason is SVD-INC model only folds the new users and items into latent factors without retraining model by new dataset. Another remarkable feature is that in Fig. 7 -a, the RMSE of SVD-INC model raises dramatically in the third batch, because it only works on a big enough initialization dataset [27] . At any rate, our proposed methods still give a quite good recommendation in this batch, and even more preferable results after the fourth batch.
Evidently, Fig. 7-b, 8-b show that none of methods takes much time. It's worth noting that in the first batch, SVD-INC model needs more time to decompose the matrix than group-specific model, especially in sparse dataset. In addition, in Fig. 6-b , the running time of GSSVD-PI-INC is a little longer, which is influenced by the number of communities. Nevertheless, the performance period of updating group effects in each new dataset is still short (within 30 seconds) and falls far behind those of static methods.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper, we propose an incremental group-specific framework based on community detection to tackle the cold start problem with only ratings. First, a decoupled normalization method is introduced to extract the preference patterns from rating patterns. Then, two efficient incremental community detection methods are proposed to obtain evolving communities in dynamic networks. Finally, the groupspecific model is extended for incremental recommender systems. A series of empirical analysis on three datasets is conducted to validate the reasonableness of handling cold start by grouping users/items with missing information. And experimental results show that the proposed framework can achieve better precision and efficiency compared with other competitive methods.
In the future, we will study on effective hybrid approaches with additional information for incremental recommender systems. And semi-supervised learning with pair-wise constraints [28] , [29] would be insightful for community detection to integrate useful prior information.
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